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Live from New York, it’s the Chappell Playe rs ‘From Scratch’
At the end of “From Scratch,” the Chappell Players skach show which opened at St.
John’s University’s Little Theater last Thursday, cast members and production staff
collectively pause for only a brief bow before shaking hinds and hugging each other on
stage, a scene reminiscent of the closing moments tp every “Saturday Night Live”
episode. But comparisons between this versatile student group and the usually unfunny
and unoriginal “SNL” crew end there. By effectively condensing both knee-slapping
comedy and thought-provoking drama into a two-hour time frame, the versatile Chappell
Players smoothly manage to entertain on two very different levels, although audiences
will find their parodies the most rewarding.
Charlie Arcella and Mary Pelch set the tone for the evening with “5,” a hysterical
spoof of the Fox hit series “24.” Broken into five separate segments throughout the show,
“5” follows ultraserious secret agent Jack Power (Arcella), his partner Tony (A.J.
Mangone) and the president of the United States (Pelch) as they try to find and disable a
bomb hidden somewhere in the theater. Arcella, playing the Kiefer Sutherland role with a
chauvinistic touch, repeatedly refers to Pelch as “sir” and “Mr. President,” exhibiting his
hilarious inability to accept the fact that a woman has been elected to the nation’s highest
office. The skit’s best moments come when Arcella and the other actors elongate already
ridiculously lengthy pauses for dramatic effect. In one scene, for instance, the president
informs Power that a Swedish terrorist named Sven (Joe Cantalupo) planted the bomb.
Hoping for a quick capture, she sends Power the suspect’s photo. A moment later, Sven
himself quietly walks on stage and softly sneezes into his hands. “God bless you,” Power
says, looking down at the photograph the president has sent him. Sven stops and slowly
turns his head back, giving Power ample time to match the terrorist’s photo to Sven’s
face. “Thanks,” Sven dramatically replies before he runs away with Power in pursuit,
inducing immediate and uncontrollable laughter from the audience.
Although most of the nine skits remain memorable, the three comedic ones
clearly steal the show. Like “5,” “The Swingline Scrape” features a stem and unsmiling
Arcella, this time as private eye Trench McCoy in a “Dragnet” parody. As the title
suggests, the sketch centers on a stolen stapler which is, according to the leggy bmnette
(Bia Parente) to whom it belongs, a precious heirloom left to her by her father. After
McCoy pokes and prods near her office desk — the scene of the crime — he solves the
case, walking away with both the stapler and the girl. Arcella perfectly embodies his
charactered foolishly tough mentalities, but so does Nick Becerra, the larger-than-life star
of “Vinliy vs. the Virus.” Literally fighting off an unrelenting virus (Cantalupo), Vinny
tries to recover by drinking water (Jennifer Shyti) and taking NyQuil (Ben Lee), but the
virus laughs off all potential threats. Finally, inspired by late-night “Rocky” movies on
TV, Vinny gamers the courage to battle the vims once and for all. The water massages
his shoulders while the NyQuil cheers him from behind his living-room couch, and
Vinny’s body eventually delivers an unlikely knockout punch: fast-working white blood
cells. Somehow, the plot’s outlandish nature works, and the audience roots for the lovable
Becerra just as much as the NyQuil does.
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Actors often admit that making an audience laugh can be the hardest aspect of
show business, and on many occasions it is. The Chappell Players’ writers and directors,
however, should have stuck to comedy, because when they delve into the philosophical
they usually fail. Poor scripts contribute to the downfalls of “20 Cats and No Tax Break,”
“Mulligans” and “Somno Ad Etemum,” three sketches that are simply too confusing and
too long. In “20 Cats” and “Mulligans,” Kimberly Golladay plays two different but
similarly obnoxious teenage girls who whine about love and fight with their friends while
simultaneously pondering convoluted existential arguments. In “Somno Ad Etemum,” by
far the worst and most confusing skit in the show, the audience watches as a teenager in a
coma (Donovan W. Christie, Jr.) tries to distinguish between dreams and reality.
Stephanie Liantonio sizzles as Christie’s supportive girlfriend, but the ill-conceived
references to “The Graduate” — in one seductive scene, Christie even refers to Liantonio
as “Mrs. Robinson” — seem overly derivative and pointless. Still, not all the attempts at
drama fall short. Writer and director Jori Howard, for example, injects much-needed flair
into her two skits. Her passionate lyrics in “I’m Sorry” bring an entirely new element to
the already solid plot, and her other piece, “Hold On,” effectually tackles the happy
medium between religious devotion and premarital sex.
Audiences often lessen their expectations when attending a college theater
production, but at “From Scratch” they will not have to do so. Although a few sketches
prove to be boring, the majority entertain to an extent that most Broadway shows and TV
sitcoms do not. At each performance, the Chappell Players teach another lesson in
successful comedy. What a shame that the “SNL” cast has not learned it yet.

